
TRIPS comes of age…? 

reflections on TRIPS at 20:  
whatever next? 



• 20 years of TRIPS:  
– a 2 minute trajectory 

• where it stands today 
– 6 ‘impossible things’ about TRIPS 

• twin challenges: 
– coherence and policy legitimacy  

• harvesting the lessons of implementation 



Marrakesh 1994 
 

1. A ‘TRIPS Agreement’:  trading partners have a 
legitimate interest in how IP is protected;   

2. new international organisation, building the law 
of IP and its administration integrally into the 
architecture of trade law;  

3. uniform dispute settlement mechanism   
IP-related economic interests defended through 
a legal process, potentially linked to other trade 
interests 



in short... 

an “Agreement on Trade-Related Aspects 
of Intellectual Property Rights” 

 
or  

 
agreement that intellectual property 

is 
trade-related 



• IP standards now part of the deal in trade negotiations 
– an integral dispute settlement mechanism 
– multilateral institution for IP aspects of trade relations 

• legal/institutional place of TRIPS still not entirely settled:   
– what’s the cause of action for TRIPS disputes – 

beyond ‘compliance’?  
• is TRIPS a ‘market access’ agreement?   
• what are legitimate expectations? 

– sole TRIPS issue before WTO Ministerial Conferences  
• in 2009, 2011, 2013…   

– symptomatic of theoretical uncertainty about  
those ‘trade related aspects’ of IP 



initial concerns:  ‘TRADE &  IP’  
• no place for IP in a trade law system?  

– a ‘behind the border’, ‘trade and …’ agreement 
– not about trade, but protectionism  

• fragmentation of international IP law – divergent 
‘trade-related’ and ‘conventional’ readings  of 
the same legal standards?  
– Berne qua Berne, Berne qua TRIPS (Dinwoodie)  

• punitive trade sanctions to enforce grudging 
compliance by developing countries? 

TRIPS @ 0 



early ‘trade and IP’ anxieties 

Bhagwati 



the policy context broadens:  
“TRIPS and …”  debates 

–Health  
–Biodiversity 
–Food security 
–Human rights  
–Development 

TRIPS @ 5:  
“IP & trade, and TRIPS & …” 





an implementation narrative 
• a richer empirical base of differentiated experience 
• across a wider, more inclusive geographical base 
 
an analytical narrative  
• a new strain of international IP jurisprudence 
• growing multilateral cooperation on policy analysis 
 
a different ‘fragmentation’ narrative  
• a shift in the centre of gravity of normative work 
 
  

TRIPS @ 10:  
coming to terms with implementation 



 



non-violation dispute settlement  
in bilateral trade agreements 
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• TRIPS an emerging benchmark of legitimacy? 
– a framework for a balanced, coherent system 
– enabling reasonable interoperability of national IP 

systems, not a model law: ‘flexibilities’ & policy options 
• echoes of Paris, 1883 

• building substance into the  ‘coherence’ narrative 
– health: a collaborative review of access and innovation 

policy measures within their operational context 

 
  

TRIPS @ 20:  
multilateral coherence, bilateral diversity 







and now….? 

Why,  
sometimes I've believed  
as many as six impossible 
things before breakfast 



 6 ‘impossible things’ about TRIPS  
1. no ‘trade sanctions’ for non-compliance 
2. dispute settlement activity initially more transatlantic 

than ‘north vs. south’; then ‘south vs. north’ 
3. judicious, progressive, adaptive implementation of 

TRIPS, not grudging, zerosum compliance 
4. coherence:  

– external: recognition of public international law and policy 
– internal:  no fragmentation of IP law 

5. IP might be ‘trade-related,’ after all…. 
6. developing countries use TRIPS to leverage 

‘traditional’ market access and progress interests 
 

 
 
 
 



… and one more…. 

7.  ‘TRIPS demandeurs’ and litigants are mostly 
not from central casting   



the current 
dynamic of 

dispute 
settlement 



dispute settlement in context 
• 162 members: on average fewer than 2 TRIPS disputes 

per year;  most settled or effectively withdrawn without 
a panel finding.  

• 12 determinations of TRIPS non-compliance. 
– No ‘sanctions’ for noncompliance 
– One agreed arbitrated compensation (EU v US)  

• in 20 years, 3 findings of TRIPS non-compliance by 
developing countries (India 1997, China 2009) 

• in the past five years, the only  ‘TRIPS disputes’ are those 
filed against developed countries by Brazil, India, Cuba, 
Dominican Republic,  Honduras, Indonesia and the 
Ukraine .   
 
 



meanwhile, ‘implementation’… 
• notified laws of 132 distinct jurisdictions 
• 6,500 legal texts;  over 150,000 pages 

– a plethora of legal and policy diversity 

• 100 overviews of enforcement mechanisms 
• 800 TRIPS Council review documents 

– detailed record of unique multilateral review 
– an interactive dialogue about policy choices 

• LDC process – identifying/meeting individual 
priority needs from development perspective 

• trade policy review, accessions, regionals 
 



132+ versions of that ‘should’ 



‘TRIPS’ discourse today 



coherence and legal stability 
• in TRIPS dispute settlement, conscious policy 

choice to ensure coherence in international law 
and policy.... 
– elucidation, not balkanization, of IP law 
– interpreters seek legal and policy coherence 
– avenues for recognition of wider policy issues 

• .... while remaining true to the actual text as 
agreed between WTO Members 
– benefits of the rule of law, given inevitability of 

disputation over  IP component of trade 



so, two essential challenges....  

the challenge of coherence 
or the ‘TRIPS and...’ debate 

  
the challenge of legitimacy: 

or, how to give effect to that ‘should’? 
 
 



the challenge of coherence 
the challenge of legitimacy 

 
 

and the two challenges together: 
coherence integral to legitimacy ...  

and integral to practical effectiveness   



navigating public policy issues 
• an international ‘TRIPS implementation’  agenda?  

– in a ‘steady state’ period what does it mean to use  
• TRIPS standards 
• TRIPS flexibilities 
 in working towards broader  policy goals 
….on a richer more diverse empirical and theoretical base? 
… how can we learn collectively from what has been done 

individually? 
 

• ultimately, concerns are practical 
– actually delivering on innovation and access to food, health, 

clean technology…. 
– ‘collective management of TRIPS’ as a practical vocation… 
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